Arizona Advocacy Network & Arizona Advocacy Foundation exist to widen the scope of Arizona’s democracy and to defend it from threats. We are committed to:

- facilitating access to the ballot and ensuring that all votes matter
- political representation that is accountable to people, not money
- a system of governance that is truly representative
- a fair and independent judiciary.

To achieve this vision, we believe in the power of diverse coalitions, decision-making centered in uplifting voices from our most marginalized communities, and working in solidarity with partners that are organizing in them.

Help us fight for a more just and equitable democracy in Arizona by joining the Friends of Democracy. As one of our strongest supporters, we want to recognize your contributions to our work, provide you with more consistent updates about our programs, and give you an opportunity to tell us more about why you support our work.

### How do you qualify?

You are eligible if you are a monthly donor or have donated a minimum of $500 within the past year to either the Network or the Foundation.

### What are the benefits?

- Exclusive email updates on AZAN/F work
- Invitations to presentations by AZAN/F staff
- Access to special AZAN/F events
- Help create stronger and more sustainable programs to defend democracy in Arizona.

### How do you maintain membership?

- To renew your membership, maintain your monthly recurring gift for another year or make at least $500 in contributions